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This is a continuing research of our previous work (S.-Y. A. Chang and J. Qing
(1997), J. Funct. Anal. 147, 327362). In this paper we show W2, 2-compactness of
isospectral set within a subclass of conformal metrics, and discuss extremal proper-
ties of the zeta functional determinants, for certain elliptic boundary value problems
on 4-manifolds with smooth boundary. To do so we establish some sharp Sobolev
trace inequalities.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This is a continuing research of the author’s previous article [CQ-1]. In
the present article, we shall use the formulas derived in [CQ-1] for the zeta
functional determinants for conformal metrics on compact 4-manifolds
with boundary to study compactness problems for some elliptic boundary
value problems. First we shall recall some basics facts, notations and
results from [CQ-1]. Suppose (M, g) is a smooth compact Riemannian
manifold without boundary. Let g|=e2|g denote a metric conformal to g,
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where | is a smooth function defined on M. We call a functional F[|]
over the conformal class of metrics a conformal primitive of a local scalar
invariant U if
d
d= } ==0 F[|+=’]=|M ’(U dv)[|]. (1.1)
It is obvious that U[|] is a constant function if g| is an extremal metric
of F[|] when g| also preserves the volume of (M, g). For example, on
compact manifold M of dimension m3, if we take F[|] to be the
integration of the scalar curvature {[|] of the metric g| , then F[|] is a
conformal primitive of {; and in this case the minimum metric of F[|] is
attained due to the work of Yamabe [Y], Trudinger [T], Aubin [Au-1],
and Schoen [Sc] on the famous Yamabe problem. In the case when M is
a compact surface (without boundary), the integral of the Gaussian cur-
vature (a topological invariant) is no longer a conformal primitive of the
Gaussian curvature, instead, as it turns out that the zeta functional deter-
minant of the Laplacian operator happens to be the conformal primitive of
the Gaussian curvature (up to some constant multiple). Through the work
of Polyakov [Po], Onofri [On], and Osgood et al. [OPS-1], one can
again identify the extremum metric of the zeta functional determinant to be
metrics with constant Gaussian curvature. Note that this latter result also
provides a new way to understand the uniformization theorem on compact
surfaces. We would also like to remark that for general functional F[|],
it is usually a difficult task to verify that the extremum is attained.
In the study of both the Yamabe problem and the zeta functional deter-
minant on compact surfaces cited above, a crucial analytic tool in the study
is to establish some sharp form of Sobolov embedding theorem. In the case
of the Yamabe problem, it is the embedding of W 1, 2 into L2n(n&2). In the
case of the zeta functional determinant, it is a sharp form of Sobolev
embedding inequality introduced by Moser and Trudinger [M, T]. By
observing that the zeta functional determinant is a spectral quantity,
Osgood et al. [OPS-2, OPS-3] have also applied the sharp inequality of
MoserTrudinger to establish the compactness of isospectral set of metrics
on compact surfaces, and from this they established the beautiful result that
isospectral set of metrics on compact surface is C compact.
Works of [OPS-1, OPS-2] have been partially generalized to compact
4-manifolds without boundary in [BCY] and [CY]. It turns out that for
operators satisfying conformal covariant property, one can compute a
generalized form of Polyakov formula for the quotient of the zeta func-
tional determinant (as in [BO]), and from there one can study the exist-
ence of extremal metrics and some compactness properties of the func-
tional. For the extremal metrics, a fourth order local geometric invariant,
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which is a part of the integrand of the ChernGaussBonnet formula, turns
out to be identically constant.
It is natural to seek analogous results as above on compact Riemannian
manifolds with smooth boundary. For example, if we consider the pair of
curvature ({, H), where H is the mean curvature of the boundary, M, on
compact manifold (M, M) and with the dimension of M greater than 2,
then the total curvature of (M, M) is a conformal primitive of the pair
({, H) in the following sense:
d
d= } ==0 {|M ({ dv)[|+=’]+2 M (H ds)[|+=’]=
=(m&2) {|M ’({ dv)[|]+2 M ’(H ds)[|]= . (1.2)
We will call the conformal changes of metric preserving the vol(M) by the
conformal variations of type I, and call the conformal changes of metric
preserving the vol(M) by the conformal variations of type II. Then an
extremum of the total curvature under conformal variations of type I, when
achieved, is achieved by metrics with constant scalar curvature on M and
vanishing mean curvature on the boundary M, and its extremum under
conformal variations of type II, when achieved, is achieved by metrics with
vanishing scalar curvature on M and constant mean curvature on M. In
a series of works [E-1, E-2, E-3] on the so-called boundary Yamabe
problem, Escobar has established the existence of the extremum of the total
curvature under variations of both types. One of the crucial step in his
proof is to establish the following up sharp Sobolev inequality (which has
also been independently proved by Beckner [Be]):
|
M
({ dv)[|]+2 
M
(H ds)[|]&|
M
({ dv)[0]+2 
M
(H ds)[0]0, (1.3)
for either (M, g)=(S m+, g0) and vol(M)[|]=vol(M)[0], or (M, g)=
(Bm, g0) and vol(M)[|]=vol(M)[0], and equality holds if and only if
g| is isometric to g0 . We would also like to remark that the inequality (1.3)
is equivalent to sharp Sobolev trace inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) below:
m&2
4(m&1)
vol(S m+)
2m {|S m+ ,
2m(m&2) dv=
(m&2)m
|
Sm+
|{,| 2 dv+
m(m&2)
4 |S m+ ,
2 dv (1.4)
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and
m&2
2
vol(Sm&1)1(m&1) {S m&1 ,2(m&1)(m&2)=
(m&2)(m&1)
|
B m
|{,| 2 dv+
m&2
2 S m&1 ,
2 ds. (1.5)
For the case of compact surface with boundary, again via the
GaussBonnet formula, the integration of M (K dv)[|]+M (k ds)[|] is
a topological invariant. For the pair (K, k), one should instead consider the
log-determinant functional
log
det 2[|]
det 2[0]
=&
1
6? {
1
2 |M |{||
2 dv+|
M
K[o] | dv+
M
k[0] | ds=
&
1
4? M (k ds)[|], (1.6)
where det 2 is the zeta functional determinant of the Laplacian with
Dirichlet boundary condition (see [A1, OPS-1, OPS-2]. In this case, we
have
d
d= } ==0 log
det 2[|+=’]
det 2[0]
=&
1
6? {|M ’(K dv)[|]+M ’(k ds)[|]= , (1.7)
under the constraint M k dv being fixed. Apply the formula above,
Osgood et al. [OPS-1] has again established the existence of the extremal
metrics for the zeta functional determinant under conformal variations of
both types. The crucial MoserTrudinger type of inequalities which they
have used to obtain compactness results are
log |
S2+
e2, dv
1
2? |S 2+ |{,|
2 dv+2 |
S2+
,
dv
2?
(1.8)
for the type I problem, and the classical LebedevMilin inequality
log 
D
e(u&u )
d%
2?

1
4 {|D u 2u
dx dy
?
+2 
D
u

n
u
d%
2?= , (1.9)
for the type II problem, where u is the average of u on the boundary D.
The main purpose of our paper is to generalize results in [CY] to com-
pact 4-manifolds with smooth boundary. To do so, we need to formulate
and verify inequalities which generalize (1.8), (1.9) above to 4-manifolds
and are related to the natural geometric curvature operators which have
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appeared in the zeta functional determinant formula. We will now outline
the main results and state the organization of the paper. Throughout the
paper, we shall use same notations as in [CQ-1].
First we recall the main result in our previous paper [CQ-1].
Theorem 1.1 ([CQ-1], Theorem 3.3). Let M be a compact 4-manifold
with smooth boundary. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies analytic, naturality and
conformal assumptions and that (A, B) has no zero eigenvalue. Then
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;1 |
M
|( |C| 2 dv)[0]+;2 {b2[|]+ 112 B[|]=
+
1
2
;3 {|M (J 2 dv)[|]&|M(J2 dv)[0]=
+;4 
M
|(L4 ds)[0]+;5 
M
|(L5 ds)[0]
++1 
M
((T ds)[|]&(T ds)[0])
++2 
M
(({~ H ds)[|]&({~ H ds)[0])
++3 
M
((({H&3FH) ds)[|]&(({H&FH) ds)[0])
++4 
M
(((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[|]&((FH&2(G, L) ) ds)[0])
++5 
M
((H 3 ds)[|]&(H3 ds)[0])
++6 
M
(((H 3&9Tr L3) ds)[|]&((H3&9Tr L3) ds)[0]), (1.10)
for 11 constants [;n]5&=1 and [+i]
6
i=1 depending only on (A, B), where
b2[|]= 14 |
M
|P4| dv+ 12 |
M
|Q dv+ 12 
M
|P3| ds+
M
|T ds
(1.11)
D[|]=
M
(&{& 13H
2+3F ) |N ds&
M
H| ; NNds&
M
H 2 | ds.
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The definitions of the curvature quantities appeared in the above
theorem can be found on p. 7 of [CQ-1]. For the purpose of stating results
in this paper more clearly, we shall modify the notions of two types of con-
formal variations with more restrictions added.
Definition 1.1. Suppose that (M, g) is a 4-manifold with boundary
M and that H=0. Then a metric g|=e2|g is called a conformal variation
of type I if
1. vol(M)[|]=vol(M)[0]
2. H[|]=H[0]=0
3. M (T ds)[|]=M (T ds)[0].
Definition 1.2. Suppose that (M, g) is a 4-manifold with boundary
M and that H=3. Then a metric g|=e2|g is called a conformal variation
of type II if
1. vol(M)[|]=vol(M)[0]
2. H[|]=H[0]=3
3. M (T ds)[|]=M (T ds)[0].
Remark 1.1. In the case of compact surface, in the work of [OPS-1],
they have fixed M k ds[|] to be a constant for both type of conformal
variations when they considered the corresponding variational problem on
zeta functional determinant (1.7). In the case of compact 4-manifolds with
boundary, as results in [CQ-1] indicated, the curvature T plays some
similar role as k does in the case of compact surface, thus it is quite natural
to impose the condition (3) in considering conformal variation of both types.
In Section 2 of the paper, we will prove the W2, 2 compactness of isospec-
tral set within conformal variation of type I. We will also discuss existence
and uniqueness of extremum of the zeta functional determinant in some
special cases. The crucial Sobolev inequality we shall use is a sharp form
of the MoserTrudinger inequality with respect to the Neumann condition.
The corresponding inequality for the Dirichlet problem is a special case of
generalized Moser’s inequality established by Adams [Ad] for functions
defined on domains in Rn, and on compact manifolds without boundary by
Fontana ([F], see also [BCY] for the 4-manifold case).
Lemma 2.2. For any function , with Neumann boundary condition
N,=0, on a given 4-manifolds M with smooth boundary M, one has
|
M
e: |,&, |2 dvC(M, :) if |
M
|2,| 2 dv1,
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for any :<16?2, where , is the average of , over M. Consequently one has
|
M
e4(,&, ) dv
4
: |M |2, |
2 dv+log C(M, :).
We have postponed the proof of Lemma 2.2 to the Appendix at the end
of the paper.
The main result in Section 2 is the following theorem. For simplicity we
shall use F[|] to stand for the determinant functional, please the precise
definition in formula (2.3) in this section.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose (A, B) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.1,
and suppose that ;2 , ;3>0, and (1;2) a4(A, B)<4?2. Then within confor-
mal variations of type I, F[|] is bounded from above and
&|&|b&2W 2, 2+&|&|b&
4
W1, 4C |F[|]|+C,
where |b is the average of | over M and C does not depend on |.
As consequences of Theorem 2.1, we have also derived the following
results:
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1, and suppose that &a4(A, B)<(&;2) 4?2 and ;2 , ;3<0. Then
within conformal variations of type I, the metrics g| with the same spectrum
as g0 satisfy the estimate
&|&W 2, 2C,
where C is a constant which does not depend on |.
Definition 2.1. We call g| a restricted conformal variation of type I
from g0 if it is a conformal variation of type I and P4[0](|)=0 in M.
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1, and suppose that &a4(A, B)<(&;2) 4?2 and ;2 , ;3<0.
Within restricted conformal variations of type I, F[|] has its maximum
achieved by some |d # W2, 2.
At the end of Section 2, we also discussed the uniqueness of the extremal
metric for the zeta functional determinants within conformal variations of
type I for some special elliptic operators.
In Section 3 of the paper, we discuss the conformal variations of type II
for the zeta functional determinants for the special manifolds (B4, S 3). We
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first establish a sharp inequality of LebedevMilin type on (B4, S 3) as in
the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that | # C(B 4). Then
log { 12?2 S 3 e3| dy=
3
4?2 {b2[|]+
1
12
D[|]= ,
under the assumptions that
1. H[|]=H[0]=3 (N| |S 3=1&e|),
2. S 3 ({ dy)[|]=S3 ({ dy)[0]=0.
Moreover the equality holds if and only if e2|g0 is isometric to g0 .
We then apply the inequality in Lemma 3.4 to establish the uniqueness
of the extremal metric for the zeta functional determinant under some spe-
cial (geometric) condition. The main result is the following:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies all assumptions in
Theorem 1.1. Let (M, M) be (B4, S 3). And let g| be a conformal variation
of type II and satisfy

S3
[({ dy)[|]&({ dy)[0]]=0.
Then the zeta functional determinant stays in the same sign and attains zero
at and only at the metrics isometric to the standard metric provided that ;2 ,
;3 and +2+ 32 +3 have the same sign.
Then we continue to discuss the behavior of the zeta functional deter-
minants under some special restricted conformal variations of type II (i.e.
when | is bi-harmonic and conformal variation of type II). Apply
Lemma 3.4 and the sharp Sobolov trace inequality of Escobar and Beckner
(1.3), we have
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies all assumptions in
Theorem 1.1, and let (M, M) be (B4, S 3). Then within the set of restricted
conformal variations of type II the zeta functional determinant stays in the
same sign and attains zero at and only at metrics which are isometric to the
standard metric provided that ;2 , ;3 , +2 , +3 have the same sign.
Finally in Appendix 1, we prove Lemma 2.2. The main step in the proof
is a construction of the Green’s function for the Neumann problem on
compact manifolds with boundary.
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2. CONFORMAL VARIATIONS OF TYPE I
In this section we will discuss the compactness of isospectral set of
metrics and the existence and uniqueness of extremal metrics of the zeta
functional determinant on a 4-manifold with boundary under the confor-
mal variations of type I. We first observe that one can always conformally
change metric within a given conformal class so that the mean curvature
H=0. Thus we may assume w.l.o.g. that our background metric g0 already
satisfies H[0]=0.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies all assumptions in
Theorem 1.1, and suppose that g| is a conformal variation of type I from g0 .
Then
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;1 |
M
|( |C| 2 dx)[0]+;2b2[|]
+
1
2
;3 |
M
[(J2 dx)[|]&(J 2 dx)[0]]
+;4 
M
|(L4 dy)[0]+;5 
M
|(L5 dy)[0]
&3+4 
M
[((G, L) dy)[|]&((G, L) dy)[0]], (2.1)
where constants ;& &=1, 2, ..., 5 and +4 depend only on the operator (A, B),
and
b2[|]= 14 |
M
|P4| dv+ 12 |
M
|Q dv+ 12 
M
|P3 | ds+
M
|T ds (2.2)
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Theorem 1.1 in the last section.
Notice that it follows from H[0]=H[|]=0 that N|=0 and hence
D[w]=0 in formula (1.11).
Via the Conformal Index Theorem [BG-2, Theorem 2.10] (also stated
as Theorem 2.1 in [CQ-1]), we know that the quantity
a4(A, B)=;1 | |C 2|+;2 { 12 | Q+ T=+;4  L4+;5  L5
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depends only on the given conformal class of (M, M). In other words, it
does not depend on the choice of the background metric. In [BCY, CY],
it turns out that the corresponding number a4(A) (denoted by kd in [CY])
plays a very important role in the discussion of the existence of extremal
metrics of zeta functional determinant for elliptic problems A on compact
4-manifolds without boundary. In this article, we shall see a4(A, B) plays a
similar role in our situation. To start, we first write down the associated
scale-invariant functional of the zeta functional determinant of (A, B) as
F[|]=;1 |
M
(|&| )( |C| 2 dx)[0]
+;2 {14 |M |(P4[0] |) dx[0]+
1
2 |M (|&| )(Q dx)[0]
&
a4(A, B)
4;2
log |3
M
e4(|&| ) dx
+
1
2 M |(P3[0] |) dy[0]+M |(T dy)[0]&| M (T dy)[0]=
+
1
2
;3 |
M
[(J2 dx)[|]&(J 2 dx)[0]]
+;4 {M |(L4 dy)[0]&| M (L4 dy)[0]=
+;5 {M |(L5 dy)[0]&| M (L5 dy)[0]=
&3+4 
M
[((G, L) dy)[|]&((G, L) dy)[0]], (2.3)
where % means (1(M dx)) M , and | =% M | dx.
A crucial sharp Sobolov inequality of Moser-Adam ([A]) type which we
shall use to analyse F[|] is the following:
Lemma 2.2. For any smooth function , defined on a given 4-manifold
(M, M) with Neumann boundary condition N,=0, and :<16?2, we have
|
M
e: |,&, |2 dxC(M, :), if |
M
|2,| 2 dx1, (2.4)
where , =% M , dx.
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The constant 16?2 in inequality (2.4) is sharp in the sense that for any
constant :>16?2 would make the constant C(M, :) arbitrarily large for
suitable choice of functions ,. We also would like to remark that 16?2 is
exactly one half of the best constant of the Adams’ inequality (see [A]) for
compactly supported functions defined on domains in R4. We will present
the proof of this inequality in Appendix 1. The key point of the proof is to
obtain a nice expansion of Green function w.r.t. the Neumann problem. To
do so, we embed M into a larger manifold M , and define a reflection with
respect to M in a tubular neighborhood of M in M , we then estimate the
expansion of the Green function.
Apply the Ho lder inequality
4(|&| )
:(|&| )2
M (2|)
2 dx
+
4
: |M (2|)
2 dx,
we obtain as a direct consequence of (2.4) that
log |3
M
e4(|&| ) dx
4
: |M (2|)
2 dx+log CM , (2.5)
for any function | defined on (M, M) with N|=0 on M and any con-
stant :<16?2. As in the earlier works [OPS-1, OPS-2, BCY, CY] in this
subject, we will see that the inequality (2.5) is the crucial analytic tool in
all the discussion below.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (A, B) is as given in Lemma 2.1 and suppose
that ;2 , ;3<0, and (1;2) a4(A, B)<4?2. Then within conformal variations
of type I, F[|] is bounded from above and
&|&|b&2W 2, 2+&|&|b&2W1, 4C |F[|]|+C, (2.6)
where |b is the average of | over M and C does not depend on |.
Remark 2.1. It is easy to see that it is necessary to fix  T dy[|] in
order to have sup F[|] to be finite. Indeed, in the case of (M, M) being
the standard 4-dimensional upper hemisphere, one can easily find a radial
function | such that  |2|| 2 dx is small but N 2| on M is as large as one
wants, thus F[|] is unbounded. We would also like to point out that
Osgood, Phillips and Sarnak have imposed a very similar condition in
[OPS-1] when they dealt with the zeta functional determinants of the
Laplacian on compact surfaces with boundary.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. By (3.14) in [CQ-1] we have
1
4 | |P4| dx+ 12  |P3| dy
= 14 | |2|| 2 dx+| J |{|| 2 dx& 12 Ric({|, {|) dx
& 12  (L, { |{ |) dy. (2.7)
Applying the inequality (2.5), we have that the whole term with ;2 coef-
ficient is

1
4 \1&
4a4(A, B)
:;2 + | |2|| 2 dx&C | |{|| 2 dx&C  |{ || 2 dy&C
+
1
2 | (|&| ) Q+ |T&|  T. (2.8)
To estimate the terms in (2.8), we first observe that via Poincare ’s
inequality, we have
} | (|&| ) Q }{| ||&| | 2=
12
{| Q2=
12
C {| |{|| 2=
12
.
To handle the boundary terms, we take advantage that F[|] is scale-
invariant and set  | dy=0. Then we can apply Poincare inequality on the
boundary to get
}  | T dy }C { |{ || 2=
12
,
and
} | | dx }C {| ||| 2=
12
C {| |{|| 2=
12
.
Therefore the whole term with coefficients ;2 is

1
4 \1&
4a4(A, B)
:;2 + | |20| 2 dx&C | |{0| 2 dx&C  |{ || 2 dy&C. (2.9)
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Similarly, we have
} | (|&| )( |C| 2 dx)[0] }C | |{|| 2+C,
}  |(L4 dy)[0]&|  (L4 dy)[0] }C | |{|| 2+C  |{ || 2+C,(2.10)
}  |(L5 dy)[0]&|  (L5 dy)[0] }C | |{|| 2+C  |{ || 2+C.
To estimate the terms with coefficients ;3 , we have via Ho lder inequality,
| |2|| 2&2 | (2|) |{|| 2+| |{0| 4+2 | J(2|)&2 | J |{0| 2
 &2= | |2|| 2+
=
1+= | |{||
4&C | |{0| 2, (2.11)
where = is as small as one wants.
We now apply Lemma 3.1 in [CQ-1] to re-write the term in (2.3) with
+4 coefficient as
 |Lab | ba& (L } { |{ |) , (2.12)
and obtain as a consequence that this term is
C  |{ || 2+C.
Thus to finish the proof of the theorem, we only need to estimate the
boundary term  |{ || 2. We can do so by applying the following simple
lemma.
Lemma 2.3. For any given small =>0, there exists C(=) such that
 |{ || 2= | |2|| 2+C(=) | |{|| 2, (2.13)
for any | defined on (M, M).
Proof. This lemma follows simply from the following identity
 { | { |= | 2 |= (2 )34 |(2 )14 |,
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and the classical Trace theorem for Sobolev spaces (see, e.g., [Ad,
Theorem 7.56]).
Combining the estimates in (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13), we
conclude that under the assumptions &a4(A, B)<(&;2) 4?2 and
;2 , ;3<0, we have for some suitable choice of :<16?2 and =>0, the
highest order terms in the expression (2.3) for F[|], i.e. the terms  |2|| 2
and  |{|| 4, are (up to constants) dominated by the value of |F[|]|. We
have thus established inequality (2.6) and finished the proof of
Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1, and suppose that &a4(A, B)<(&;2) 4?2 and ;2 , ;3<0. Then
writing conformal variations of type I, the metrics g| with the same spectrum
as g0 satisfy the estimate
&|&W 2, 2C,
where C is a constant which does not depend on |.
Proof. Since the value F[w] is determined by the spectrum, in light of
Theorem 2.1 we only need to control the value |b . The upper bound for
|b follows from the fact that vol(M) is a spectral quantity, and
e3|b
1
vol(M) M e
3| dy=1.
To obtain a lower bound for |b , we may apply the following inequality of
Adams type on closed 3-manifolds M
log
1
vol(M) M e
3(|&|b) dxC+C 
M
|(2 )34 || 2 dx. (2.14)
A proof of (2.14) can be found in Corollary 4.5 in [CY] or in [F].
Before discussing the extremum property of the zeta functional determi-
nant F[|], we would like to remark that although we have W2, 2 bound
for metrics gw conformal variation Type I under suitable assumptions as in
Corollary 2.1 above, in general this class of metrics is not closed under the
weak limit of W2, 2 norms. In the following we will define a subclass of
metrics within metrics of conformal variation of type I, we will then see
that within this subclass, extremum for F[|] is attained.
Definition 2.1. We call g| a restricted conformal variation of type I
from g0 if it is a conformal variation of type I and P4[0](|)=0 in M.
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Corollary 2.2. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1, and suppose that &a4(A, B)<(&;2) 4?2 and ;2 , ;3<0.
Within restricted conformal variations of type I, F[|] has its maximum
achieved by some |d # W2, 2.
Proof. We first observe that within metrics of restricted conformal
variation type I, F[|] is bounded from the estimate in (2.7) and other
estimates in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Take a maximizing sequence [|k]
for F[|] within this class of metrics, via scale-invariant property of
F[|], we may assume that M |k dy=0 (now [|k], up to a constant,
are in restricted conformal variations of type I). Apply Theorem 2.1, we
conclude that the sequence [|k] is uniformly bounded in W 2, 2. So we may
choose a weakly convergent subsequence of [|k] whose weak limit is |0 .
Apply the weakly lower semi-continuity property of F[|], we will now
verify that |0 , up to a constant, is a restricted conformal variation of type
I and from this we conclude that F[|0]=sup F[|]. To verify this fact,
we first observe that it is clear that, |0 as a weak limit of [|k], satisfies
criteria (1) and (2) in the definition of conformal variation of type I. We
then notice that via the ChernGaussBonnet formula, we have

M
((T dy)[|]&(T dy)[0])= 12 |
M
((Q dx)[0]&(Q dx)[|])
=&12 |
M
P4[0](|) dx.
Thus to see that |0 also satisfies criteria (3) in the definition of conformal
variation of type I, it suffices to prove that P4[0](|0)=0 in M, i.e. |0 is
in fact of restricted conformal variation type I. To verify this latter fact, we
take any compactly supported function , # C c (M). Then
|
M
,P4(|) dx=|
M
,(22|+$(4J&2Ric } ) |) dx
=|
M
(2, 2|+4J {, } {|&2Ric({,, {0)) dx.
thus
|
M
,P4(|0) dx=lim
k$ |M ,P4(|k$) dx=0 (2.15)
via the weak convergence of W 2, 2(M). Thus modifying |0 by a constant,
we have proved that it is of restricted conformal variation |d # W2, 2 of
type I, and |d maximizes F[|].
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In the following theorem, we will establish in some special cases the
uniqueness of the extremal metrics for the functional F[|] when it exists.
Following the same idea of proof as Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [CY], we will
establish the uniqueness as a consequence of the convexity property of
F[|].
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (A, B) is as given in Theorem 1.1, and
suppose that 2;3;2;3<0, and a4(A, B)0. Assume also that
(;2+6+4) L[0] is nonnegative definite. Then the maximum of F[|] under
conformal variations of type I is unique when it exists.
Proof. By a straightforward computation using the formula (2.3) and
Lemma 3.1 in [CQ-1], we have
d 2
dt2 } t=0 Fg|[t’]= &4a4(A, B) {|3 ’2 dx[|]&\|3 ’ dx[|]+
2
=
+;2 {12 | ’P4[|] ’ dx[|]+ ’P3[|] ’ dy[|]=
+;3 {| |2’| 2 dx[|]&2 | J |{’| 2 dx[|]=
&6+4  ((L, { ’{ ’) dy)[|]. (2.16)
By Ho lder inequality, the first line in (2.16) above is nonpositive. To
handle the rest of the terms, we first observe the fact that N’=0 we have
the identity
| Rij ’i’j=| |2’| 2&| |D2’| 2. (2.17)
Thus applying the formulas (2.7) and (2.17), we may rewrite (2.16) as
&4a4(A, B) {|3 ’2 dx[|]&\|3 ’ dx[|]+
2
=
+(;2& 12 ;2) | |2’| 2 dx[|]+;2 | |D2’| 2 dx[|]
+(;2&;3) | |{’| 2 dx[|]
&(;2+6+4)  ((L, { ’{ ’) dy)[|]. (2.18)
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We now observe that since
 ((L, { ’{ ’) dy)[|]= ((L, { ’{ ’) dy)[0],
it follows from our assumptions on Theorem 2.2 that all terms in (2.18) are
nonpositive. That is the functional F[|] is strictly convex. Thus the maxi-
mum of F[|] when it exists is unique. This finishes the proof of the
theorem.
Remark 2.2. In light of the discussions in Section 3 in [CY] we have
some simple examples where all assumptions in Theorem 2.2 above are
satisfied. The following are two such examples. We will consider the bound-
ary value problems where A is the conformal Laplacian and B is either
Dirichlet boundary operator or Robin boundary operator. Therefore ;1=2
and ;2=;3=&8 (see Table 3.8 in [CQ-1]). Apply ChernGaussBonnet
Formula, we obtain:
(1) For S 2_S 2+, we have vol=8?
2, /=2, |C| 2= 163 , and L=0.
Therefore we have a4= 1283 ?
2>0.
(2) For g_S 2+, where g is a hyperbolic surface of genus g>1, we
know /=2&2g, |C|=0, and L=0. Therefore a4=64(g&1) ?2>0.
We shall now study some limiting case when &a4(A, B)=(&;2) 4?2.
One model case for this is when M is the upper hemisphere S 4+ with the
equator as its boundary equipped with the standard metric g0 . In this spe-
cial case the formula for F[|] in (2.3) is relatively simple, we have
F[|]=;2 {&?2 log |3 S4+ e4(|&| ) dx+ 14 |S4+ ( |2||
2+2 |{|| 2) dx=
+;3 { 12 |S4+ (J
2 dx)[|]& 12 |
S 4+
(J2 dx)[0]= (2.19)
To study the extremal metrics for (2.19), we notice that Theorem 2.1 does
not apply. We can nevertheless identify all the extremal metrics via some
sharp Sobolov inequalities. To do so, we observe that since the doubling
space of S 4+ is just the standard S
4, a conformal variation of type I
corresponds naturally to a metric of S4 which is even with respect to the
equator. Thus apply the following inequality of Beckner:
log |3
S 4
e4(|&| ) 13 \|3 S 4 |2|| 2+2 |3 S 4 |{|| 2+ , (2.20)
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where equality holds if and only if e2|g0=,*g0 for some conformal trans-
formation , of the standard sphere, we conclude that the term with ;2 as
coefficient in (2.19) is nonnegative, and it is vanishing if and only if
e2|g0=,*g0 for some conformal transformation , of the standard sphere
S4 which maps the upper hemisphere to itself. (Notice that the same argu-
ment also indicates that the inequality we obtained in Lemma 2.2 is also
sharp, in the sense that the constant 16?2 is the best possible constant
there.) To handle the term with ;3 as coefficient, we first observe that via
the famous work of Schoen [Sc] and Obata [Ob], we have on the
standard Sn
| (J dx)[|]| (J dx)[0] (2.21)
and the equality holds if and only if e2|g0=,*g0 for some conformal trans-
formation , of the standard sphere Sn. Thus again we have the sharp
inequality on S n+
|
S n+
(J dx)[|]|
Sn+
(J dx)[0]
for | # C(S n+) and N|=0. Therefore
| (J 2 dx)[|]vol(M)[|]&1 \| (J dx)[|]+
2
| (J2 dx)[0],
when vol(M)[|]=vol(M)[0] and N|=0. Thus the term in (2.19) with
;3 as coefficient is also nonnegtative and vanishing if and only if
e2|g0=,*g0 for some conformal transformation , of the standard sphere
S4 which maps the upper hemisphere to itself.
We summarize our discussion above as the following result.
Theorem 2.3. On S 4+ with standard metric as the background metric,
within conformal variations of type I, F[|]0 when ;2 , ;3<0, and the
F[|]=0 is attained only when e2|g0=,*g0 for some conformal transfor-
mation , of the standard sphere S4 which maps the upper hemisphere to
itself.
3. CONFORMAL VARIATIONS OF TYPE II
In this section we will discuss metrics conformal variations of Type II. As
we shall see, the problems involved in the study of conformal variations of
this type is much harder than that of the study of corresponding problems
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for metrics conformal variations of type I. One of the main reason is that
the natural boundary conditions for the study of problems of type II is
non-linear. In this section, we will demonstrate, in the special case when
M=B4 in R4, some geometric and analytic aspects to study the zeta func-
tional determinant. We hope that the discussion of this special case will
shed light for the problem for general manifolds.
We now fix the standard metric of B4 as the background metric g0 and
write down the formula for the quotient of the zeta functional determinant
on (B4, g0). Branson and Gilkey in [BG-2] has also computed a formula
of the zeta functional determinant.
Lemma 3.1. Let (A, B) be given as in Theorem 1.1, and let (M, M) be
(B4, S3) with the standard metric. If g| is a conformal variation of type II,
then
F[|]=&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;2 {14 |B 4 |(P4|) dx+
1
2 S 2 |(P3|) dy
+2 
S3
| dy&
1
4 S3 (|N+| ; NN) dy=+
1
2
;3 |
B 4
J2[|] e4|
+3+2 {S3 {~ [|] e3| dy&S3 6 dy=
+3+3 {S3 ({&3f )[|] e3| dy&S 3 ({&3f )[0] dy= . (3.1)
Proof. Formula (3.1) is a special case of formula (1.10) stated in
Theorem 1.1. We first notice that, since gw is conformal variation of type
II, the terms with +1 and +5 as coefficients in formula vanish. We then
observe that as boundary of B4, S3 is umbilical; thus the terms with +4 and
+6 coefficient vanish in (1.10). Also by a direct computation, we have
Q[0]=0, T[0]=2, J[0]=0, C[0]=0, L4[0]=0, L5[0]=0.
(3.2)
Substituting these constants into formula (1.10), we have (3.1).
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We now denote
II[|]= 14 |
B 4
|(P4|) dx+ 12 
S3
|(P3 |) dy+2 
S 3
| dy
& 14 
S 3
(|N+| ; NN) dy.
III[|]=|
B 4
J2[|] e4|. (3.3)
IV[|]={S 3 {~ [|] e3| dy&S3 6 dy=
V[|]={S 3 ({&3F )[|] e3| dy&S3 ({&3F )[0] dy= .
We notice that in these notations, we may re-write formula (3.1) as
F[|]=&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;2II[|]+
1
2
;3III[|]+3+2IV[|]+3+3V[|]. (3.4)
Using direct computation as (3.14) and Lemma 3.1 in [CQ-1], we may re-
write formulas II[|] and V[|] as:
Lemma 3.2. Let g| be a conformal variation of type II. Then
II[|]= 14 |
B4
|2|| 2 dx+ 14 
S 3
| ; NN(|N&1) dy& 34 
S3
|N 2 | dy
+ 12 
S 3
| 2 | dy& 14 
S3
|N dy+2 
S 3
| dy, (3.5)
and
V[|]=3 {&S3 | ; NN(|N&1) dy&S3 |N 2 | dy
+
S 3
(|N)2 dy&3 
S 3
N| dy= . (3.6)
To study the functional F[|] for metrics gw which are conformal varia-
tions of type II, one of the main difficulty is to control the | ; NN term in
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formula (3.5). It is clear that without additional boundary condition
imposed on | ; NN , F[|] is not bounded from either above or below. Also
from the P.D.E. point of view, F[|] is a functional of a 4th order dif-
ferential operator; thus in addition to the 1st order boundary condition,
namely condition (2) in the definition of conformal variation of type II, it
is natural to impose another 2nd order boundary condition to study
F[|]. The problem here is to seek the most natural geometric boundary
condition. Again, we will study the special case when (M, g0)=(B4, g0) to
demonstrate the situation.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose w satisfies
22w=0, on B4
w | B 4=u (3.7)
Nw | B 4=,.
Then we have
N(&2) w | B4=2P3u&22 u+22 ,,
(3.8)
2w | B4=22 u+2[(2 +1)12+1] ,,
where
P3u=2 (2 +1)12 u. (3.9)
Remark 3.1. P3 is the Paneitz operator on S 3 as defined in [Be] [B-1]
[B-2]; see also the discussion in Remark 4 in [CQ-1].
Proof. Denote
u=:
k, i
aik Y
k
i , and ,=:
k, i
bikY
k
i , on S
3, (3.10)
where [Y ki ] denotes the k th order homogeneous harmonic polynomials
defined on S3. We also denote
2w | B4=:
k, i
cikY
k
i on S
3.
Using the fact that 2w is harmonic on B4, we may write 2w in polar coor-
dinate as
2w=:
k, i
cik r
kY ki , on B
4.
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We now observe that if we define
w1=:
k, i
cik
4(k+2)
rk+2Y kk on B
4,
then &2w1=2w=k, i cik r
kY ki . Let
wh=:
k, i
a ikr
kY ki , and w
1
h=:
k, i
cik
4(k+2)
rkY ki
denote the harmonic extension of | and |h respectfully inside B4. We
notice that
2(w+w1&wh&w1h)=0, in B
4,
(3.11)
(w&w1&wh+w1h) | B4=0.
Therefore
w=&w1+wh+w1h=:
k, i {&
cik
4(k+2)
rk+2+aik r
k+
cik
4(k+2)
rk= Y ki .
Now comparing to the Neumann boundary condition Nw | B4=,, we have
&
cik
4(k+2)
(k+2)+aik k+
cik
4(k+2)
k=&bik ,
thus
cik=2k(k+2) a
i
k+2(k+2) b
i
k .
As a immediate consequence, we have
2w | B 4 =2 :
k, i
[k(k+2) aik+(k+2) b
i
k]Y
k
i
=22 u+2[(2 +1)12+1],.
Moreover, by taking derivative of &2w with respect to &r, we also have
N(&2) w | B 4 =2 :
k, i
[k2(k+2) aik+k(k+2) b
i
k]Y
k
i
=P3u&22 u+22 ,.
We have thus finished the proof of the lemma.
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Corollary 3.1. Let (M, M) be (B4, S 3) with the standard metric. if |
is a bi-harmonic function defined on B4, then
| ; NN+2 |=&2P1N|&N|, on S3, (3.12)
where P1=[(2 +1)12&1] is the so-called DirichletNeumann operator on
B4, and
P3|=P3 | on S3, (3.13)
Proof. Recall that
2|=2 |+3N|&| ; NN , on S 3.
Thus if | is bi-harmonic, we may apply (3.8) in the previous lemma
to obtain (3.12). Recall also from the definition of P3 in Lemma 3.3 in
[CQ-1] (see also Remark 3.1 in [CQ-1]), for M=B4,
P3|= 12 N(&2) |+(&2 ) N|+2 |, on S
3. (3.14)
So in the case when | is bi-harmonic in B4, we may apply the expression
of N(&2) | in (3.8) above to obtain (3.13).
Integrating over S3 of the equation (3.12), we also obtain as a direct
consequence the following result.
Corollary 3.2. let (M, M) be (B4, S 3) with the standard metric. If |
is a bi-harmonic function defined on B4, then
|
S 3
| ; NN dy+
S3
|N dy=0 (3.15)
We are now ready to formulate and state a sharp inequality on B4. In
view of the classical LebedevMilin inequality (1.9) on B2, we will view this
type of inequality as generalized LebedevMilin inequality.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose | # C(B4), and assume | satisfies
(1) H[|]=H[0]=3 (N| |S3=1&e|),
(2) S3 ({ dy)[|]=S 3 ({ dy)[0]=0.
Then
log { 12?2 S 3 e3(|) dy=
3
4?2
II[|], (3.16)
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or equivalently
log { 12?2 S 3 e3(|&| ) dy=

3
4?2 {
1
4 |B 4 |P4|+
1
2 S3 |P3| dy&
1
4 S3 (|N+| ; NN) dy= , (3.16$)
where | =(12?2) S3 | dy. Moreover the equality holds if and only if e
2|g0
is isometric to g0 .
Proof. We will establish the inequality (3.16) in two steps. In the first
step, we will minimize the functional II[|] for fixed | |S3 under the con-
straints (1) (2) in the statement of the lemma. In the second step, we will
apply some sharp inequality of Beckner ([Be]) for functions defined on S3
to the minimizer of II[w] to conclude (3.16).
To minimize II[|] with fixed | |S3 under the assumptions (1) and (2),
our first observation is that this is equivalent to the problem of minimizing
B 4 |2||
2 dx under the constraints that | | S3 , N| |S3 being given. To see
that these two minimizing problems are equivalent; we notice that we may
apply Lemma 3.1 in [CQ-1] to re-write constraint (2) as
0=
S3
(({ dy)[|]&({ dy)[0])
=6 
S3
| ; NN(|N&1) dy
+
S 3
[(&{+2 |L| 2) |N&6|N 2 |&24(|N)2
&6 |{ || 2+90N |{ || 2+9(|N)3] dy. (3.17)
Thus with given | |S 3 and N| | S3 (as in constraint (1)), the value of
S3 | ; NN(|N&1) dy is determined by constraint (2). We may then apply
the formula (3.5) in Lemma 3.2 to conclude the equivalence of these two
minimizing problems.
Our next observation is that, since (2)2 is a linear operator, the unique
minimizer of B 4 |2||
2 dx with given | |S3 and N| |S 3 is the solution to
equation (3.7); i.e., it is the bi-harmonic extension of | to B4 with given
| |S3 and N| |S 3 . As a consequence, the minimizer satisfies condition (3.15)
in Corollary 3.2.
We thus conclude that the minimum of II[|] with given | |S3 and
under the assumptions (1) and (2) is attained by the bi-harmonic extension
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of | and the value of the minimizer of II[|] is equal to 12 S 3 |P3| dy. We
may now apply the equality (3.13) to conclude that
1
2 
S3
|P3 | dy 14 |
B 4
|P4| dx+ 12 
S 3
|P3 | dy& 14 
S 3
(| ; NN+|N) dy,
(3.18)
for the minimizer of II[|] with given | |S 3 and under the assumptions (1)
and (2), hence for any | # C(B4) satisfying (1) and (2).
Our next step is to apply the following sharp inequality of Beckner on
S3 (see [Be])
log { 12?2 S 3 e3(|&| ) dy=
3
8?2 S 3 |P3 | dy. (3.19)
It is clear that (3.16) follows from the combination of inequality (3.18) and
(3.19).
We will now justify that the inequality (3.16) becomes equality if and
only if g| is isometric to g0 . First it is easy to see that the equality holds
when g| is isometric to g0 . Because
II[|]= 12 
S3
|P3|+
S3
2|
when Q[|]=0 (i.e. 22|=0). Then it follows that
1
2 
S3
|P3|+
S3
2|=0
when g| |S 3 is isometric to the standard metric on S3. (cf. [Be]).
To see the equality (3.16) holds only for those metrics, we argue as
follows. First by the sharpness of Beckner inequality (see [Be]), we know
that the metric e2|g0 on S 3 is isometric to g0 on S3. This together with our
assumption that | also satisfies (1), i.e. N| |S 3=1&e| or equivalently
H[|]=3, implies that the unique bi-harmonic solution of Eq. (3.4), say |~ ,
with given |~ |S 3=| | S 3 and N|~ |S 3=N| |S 3 satisfies the property that e2|~ g0
on B4 is isometric to g0 on B4. On the other hand when inequality (3.16)
becomes an equality under constraints (1) and (2), our argument above
indicates that inequality (3.18) also becomes an equality for both | and |~ .
Thus | also attains the minimum value of II[|] under constraints (1) and
(2) and hence agrees with |~ on B4. We thus conclude that e2|g0 is
isometric to g0 on B4 and this completes the proof of the lemma.
We will now begin to estimate the rest of the terms in formula (3.4). One
simple observation we are making now is that, under the boundary
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constraint (2), the term V[|] is (up to constant multiple) the same as the
term IV[|] in formula (3.4). We now state this result.
Lemma 3.5. Let g| be a conformal variation of type II. Assume further
that S3 [({ dy)[|]&({ dy)[0]]=0. Then we have
3V[|]=
S3
[(({&3F ) H dy)[|]&(({&3F ) H dy)[0]]
= 32 
S 3
[({~ dy)[|]&({~ dy)[0]]
= 32 IV[|]. (3.20)
Proof. By the first Codazzi identity, we have
{~ ={&2F+H2&Tr L2.
Thus we have
{H&3FH= 32{~ &
1
2 {H&
3
2H
3+H Tr L2. (3.21)
Notice that when g| is conformal variation of type II, we have
H[|]=H[0]=3, therefore integrating (3.21) over S3 under the assump-
tion S 3 [({ dy)[|]&({ dy)[0]]=0, we obtain (3.20).
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies the analytic, naturality and
conformal assumptions. Assume further that (A, B) has no zero eigenvalue.
Let (M, M) be (B4, S 3), g| be a conformal variation of type II defined on
B4. Assume further that g| satisfies

S3
[({ dy)[|]&({ dy)[0]]=0. (3.22)
Then
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;2 {14 |B 4 |(P4|) dx+
1
2 S 3 |(P3 |) dy
+2 
S3
| dy&
1
4 S3 (|N+| ; NN) dy=+
1
2
;3 |
B4
J 2[|] e4|
+\3+2+92 +3 +{S 3 {~ [|] e3| dy&S3 6 dy= (3.23)
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Therefore, if ;2 , ;3 and +2+ 32+3 have the same sign, then the zeta functional
determinant maintains the same sign and attains zero at and only at the
metrics isometric to the standard metric.
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of the sharp inequality
(3.8) established in Lemma 3.5 together with the sharp Sobolev inequality
of ObataSchoen as we have discussed in (2.21) on S 3.
Example 3.1. Recall from Remark 3.6 in [CQ-1] that ;2=&8,
;3=&8, and 3+2+ 92 +3=&29 when A=L the conformal Laplacian and
B=R the Robin boundary operator. Therefore (L, R) satisfies all the
assumptions in Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. With (A, B) and g| satisfying all the assumptions in
Theorem 3.1, the standard metric of (B4, S 3) is the unique metric (up to
isometries) with F[|]=0. Hence, it can be identified among all g| by the
spectrum of (A, B).
We will now discuss situation in another natural subclass of set of con-
formal variations of type II.
Definition 3.1. We call g| a restricted conformal variation of type II
from g0 if it is a conformal variation of type II and P4[0](|)=0 in M.
For example, when (M, g0)=(B4, g0), P4[0](|)=(2)2 [0](|). A con-
formal variation g| of type II is in the restricted class if and only if | is
bi-harmonic on B4
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies the analytic, naturality and
conformal assumptions. Assume further that (A, B) has no zero eigenvalue.
Let (M, M) be (B4, S 3). Then within the set of restricted conformal varia-
tions of type II, the zeta functional determinant stays in the same sign and
attains zero at and only at metrics which are isometric to the standard
metric, provided that ;2 , ;3 , +2 , +3 have the same sign.
Proof. Under the assumption that ;2 , ;3 , +2 , +3 have the same sign, we
will just need to prove that II[|], IV[|], and V[|] in the formula (3.4)
are all positive and attain zero at and only at metrics which are isometric
to the standard metric g0 when g| is in the class of restricted conformal
variation type II.
To prove this fact for II[|], we observe that since | is assumed to be
bi-harmonic equations (3.13) and (3.15) both hold for |. Therefore the
inequality (3.18) in the proof of Lemma 3.4 above becomes an equality for
| and we may apply Beckner’s inequality (3.19) to draw the conclusion.
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Apply the sharp Sobolev inequality (2.21) on S 3, we may also conclude
that IV[|] is positive and attains zero at and only at metrics which are
isometric to the standard metric g0 .
It takes a little more to prove that V[|] is nonnegative and equal to
zero at and only at metrics which are isometric to the standard metric. We
will first interpret V[|] as the total curvature over compact manifolds
with boundary as studied by Escobar in [E-1]. By plugging in the expres-
sions for |N and | ; NN+2~ | in (3.12) to the formula of V[|] in (3.3), we
obtain
V[|]=6 {S 3 e|P1e| dy+S3 e2| dy&S 3 dy= . (3.24)
To see the connection between the formula in (3.24) to the work of
Escobar, we notice that if we denote the harmonic extension of e| |S 3 as ev,
then the scalar curvature of the metric e2vg0 vanishes identically on B4 and
its mean curvature H[v] is equal to (3+3e&|P1e|) e&| via a direct com-
parison. Thus we may rewrite (3.24) as
V[|]=6 {S 3 (1+e&|P1e|) e2| dy&S 3 dy=
={|B 4 ({ dx)[v]+2 S 3 (H dy)[v]=
&{|B4 ({ dx)[0]+2 S3 (H dy)[0]= . (3.25)
Compare (3.25) to the sharp Sobolev-trace formula (1.3) due to [Be, E1],
we conclude that under our assumptions, V[|] term is positive and zero
when and only when g| is isometric to g0 .
We have thus finished the proof of the theorem.
Example 3.2. ;2 , ;3 , +2 , +3 all are negative when (A, B)=(L, R) (see
remark 3.9 in [CQ-1]). Meanwhile they are not of the same sign when
(A, B)=(L, D) (as in Theorem 6.5 in [BG]).
In view of the discussion for the special case when (M, M, g0)=
(B4, S3, g0) above, it is clear that in order to discuss similar problems on
general compact 4-manifolds with boundary, one need to establish some
inequality of the LebedevMilin type like that in (3.16). Our approach here
also suggest that the crucial step should be how to compare II[|] with
M e
3| dy when P4[|]=0 and g| is a conformal variation of type II.
There is some indication that through the use of pseudo-differential
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operator techniques, for conformal variation of type II, this approach may
lead to some compactness results like those in Section 2 of this paper for
general compact 4-manifolds with boundary. We hope to leave this subject
for future research.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we will prove Lemma 2.2 of the present article. First
we recall the statement of the Lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any smooth function , defined on a given 4-manifold
(M, M) with Neumann boundary condition N,=0, and :<16?2, we have
|
M
e: |,&, |2 dxC(M, :), if |
M
|2,| 2 dx1,
where , =% M , dx.
As we have mentioned earlier in the article, Lemma 2.2 is a generaliza-
tion of an inequality of MoserAdams [M, Ad] from Dirichlet problem to
the Neumann problem. Suppose M is a compact manifold with smooth
boundary, we will first construct the Green’s function w.r.t. the Neumann
problem for the Laplacian operator on M. Through the expansion of the
Green’s function, we will then modify the original proof of Adams [Ad]
(see also Fontana [F]) to establish the inequality in Lemma 2.2 for
smooth function , satisfying the Neumann boundary condition N,=0.
We begin with a construction of an extension of a compact manifold
with boundary. Suppose M is a compact Riemannian manifold with
smooth boundary M, we construct an extension of M to a manifold M so
that each point near M in M has a nice reflection point in M . To do so,
we first observe that, by the isometric embedding theorem of Nash [N]
(see also [G, Gr, GR]), we may assume that M is a submanifold of some
Euclidean space Rk; Thus we may choose [(Ui , ,i)] to be a finite local
coordinates charts which cover M, where
,j : D+  Uj /Rk
are diffeomorphisms from D+=[x # Rn, |x|<1, xn>0] to Uj with
U j & M nonempty. By extending ,j to , j defined on D=[x # Rn, |x|<1] and
re-arranging the order carefully, we may assume that M =j Im(, j) _ M
is also a smooth n-dimensional manifold containing M. We may also
assume that we can extend the Riemannian metric of M into M . In summary,
using elementary submanifold theory we have the following proposition.
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Proposition A.1. Given any n-dimensional compact Riemannian
manifold (M, g) with smooth boundary M, we can always extend it into
another n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M , g~ ) such that:
(a) M is an open submanifold of M ,
(b) g~ |M= g,
(c) in M , M has a nice tubular neighborhood T of width $0 , such
that, for any P # T & M, there exists an unique P # T"M with
d(P, M)=d(P , M), and for P # M, P =P.
We will now begin the construction of the Green’s function on M for the
Neumann problem. For each P, Q in M, we define the kernel function
H(P, Q)={
1
(n&2) |n&1
f (d(P, Q)) d 2&n(P, Q),
(A.0)
if B$(P) & M=8,
1
(n&2) |n&1
f (d(P, Q))(d 2&n(P, Q)+d 2&n(P, Q )),
if otherwise,
where f ( } )=1 in [&12$,
1
2 $] and f ( } ) # C

0 (&$, $), $
1
2min[$1 , $2], $1 is
lower bound for the injectivity radius of M in M , and $2= 12 $0 where $0 is
the width of the tubular neighborhood T as given in Proposition A.1.
Lemma A.2. For each point P, Q in M,
|2QH(P } Q)|Cd 1&n(P, Q), (A.1)
where C is a constant depending on M.
Proof. The proof we will present here is a modification of the estimates
of the green’s function for Dirichlet problem on compact manifold. For
example, one can find a good reference in the book of Aubin ([Au-2],
pp. 106107). For fixed points P, Q in M, we denote d(P, Q) and d(P, Q )
by r and r respectively; Then by the classical estimate, we have
|2Qf (d(P, Q)) r2&n|Cr1&n. To estimate the term 2Qr 2&n, we choose a
nice local coordinates chart (U, ,) for M at P, where (U, ,) is a local coor-
dinate so that for each point R # T & M we have
1. ,(R )=(x1 , x2 , ..., &xn), for ,(R)=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn),
2. g:n(Q)= gn:(R)=0, for 1:<n.
Then we define another local coordinates chart (U, , ) as
, (R)=(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n)=(x1 , x2 , ..., &xn),
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which is the composition of , and the reflection transformation in Rn with
respect to xn=0. And it is easy to see that the local expression of metric
g for (U, , ) is the same as the metric g for (U, ,). Thus by a standard com-
putation we have
2Dr 2&n=2Q r 2&n+(g ij (Q)& g ij (Q ))(r 2&n)x i x j
&(g ij1 kij (Q)& g
ij1 kij (Q))(r
2&n)x k ,
where 1ki, j is the Christoffel symbol for the metric g, and
|2Q r 2&n|Cr 2&n,
|(g ij (Q)& g ij (Q))(r 2&n)x i x j |C d(Q, Q ) r
&n,
|(g ij1 kij (Q)& g
ij1 kij (Q ))(r
2&n)x k |C d(Q, Q ) r
1&n.
Thus
|2Qr 2&n|Cr 2&n+C d(Q, Q ) r &n.
Combining above computations with the estimates in Aubin’s book cited
above, we get
|2QH(P, Q)|Cr2&n+Cr 2&n+C d(Q, Q ) r &n. (A.2)
To finish the proof of Lemma A.2, we need to have some comparison
estimate between r and r . We will state the comparison result as in the
following lemma.
Lemma A.3. For $ small enough, and for points P, Q # T & M, we have
d(P, Q)C d(P, Q ), (A.3)
where C depends on the behavior of M and $.
We will assume for a moment Lemma A.3. Notice that via triangle
inequality, we have as a direct consequence of Lemma A.3 that
d(Q, Q )C d(P, Q )
for P, Q # T & M for some constants C. Thus
d(Q, Q ) r &nCr 1&n. (A.4)
Combining (A.3), (A.4) to the estimate in (A.2), we obtain the desired
estimate (A.1) and finish the proof of Lemma A.2.
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Proof of Lemma A.3. First, for any point Q # T & M , we define
dQ=inf[d(P, Q )d(P, Q) | P # T & M].
We notice that, for each D, dQ1; while by compactness of M, dQ>0.
Thus to prove the assertion of the Lemma, it suffices to prove that dQ is
a continuous function on Q # T & M . To see this, we fix Q0 # T & M, and
denote r0=d(Q0 , M). We observe that if Q # T & M with d(Q, Q0) 14 r0 ,
then d(P, Q0) 14r0 , implies that d(P, Q )2d( p, Q). Thus for such points
Q, dQ is approached by points P with d(P, Q0) 14r0 . From this observa-
tion, it is easy to check that for such points Q,
|dQ&dQ0 |C(d(Q, Q0)+d(Q , Q 0)).
Since M is a manifold with smooth boundary, d(Q , Q 0) tends to zero when
d(Q, Q0) does; we thus conclude that dQ is continuous in Q and the asser-
tion of the lemma follows.
We now construct Green’s function following procedures similar as in
[Au-2]. Let
G(P, Q)=H(P, Q)+ :
k
i=1
|
M
1i (P, R) H(R, Q) dR+R(P, Q),
where 11(P, Q)=&2QH(P, Q), 1i+1(P, Q)=M 1i (P, R) 11(R, Q) dR, k
is a positive integer, and
2QR(P, Q)=1k+1(P, Q)&vol(M)&1
(A.5)
n
R(P, Q) |Q # M=&Hn(P, Q)& :
k
i=1
|
M
1i (P, R) Hn(R, Q) dR,
where Hn(P, Q)=(n) H(P, Q) | Q # M . Then
2Q distr H(P, Q)=2QH(P, Q)+$P(Q). (A.6)
and G(P, Q) is the Green function for M with Neumann condition, in the
sense that
{
2QG(P, Q)=$P(Q)&vol(M)&1 in M
(A.7)
n
G(P, Q) |Q # M=0.
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Apply the same estimate as Proposition 4.12 in [Au-2], or as in
Lemma 2.4 in [F], we obtain
|1i (P, Q)|Cri&n, for 1i<n and |1n(P, Q)|C(1+log r),
and 1i is Ho lder continuous for i>n, and therefore, by similar estimate we
have
|Li (P, Q)| := } |M 1i (P, r) H(R, Q) dr }Cr2+i&n
for 1i<n&1 and
|Ln&2(P, Q)| := } |M 1n&2(P, R) H(R, Q) dr }C(1+log r),
with Li (P, Q) :=M 1i (P, R) H(R, Q) dR being Ho lder continuous for
i>n&2.
We also observe that from the definition of H(P, Q) in (A.0), Hn(P, Q)
is a smooth function on M, thus it follows from Eq. (A.8) that R(P, Q) is
Ho lder continuous.
We summarize the discussion above for the Green’s function in the
following proposition.
Proposition A.4. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional compact Rieman-
nian manifold M with a smooth boundary M. Then the Green function
G(P, Q) for Neumann condition (A.7) has the expansion
G(P, Q)=H(P, Q)+ :
n
i=1
(Li (P, Q))+R(P, Q), (A.8)
for some small $, and where |Li (P, Q)|Cd i+2&n(P, Q) for 1i<n&2,
|Ln&2(P, Q)C(1+log d(P, Q)), Li (P, Q) is Ho lder continuous for
n&2<in, and R(P, Q) is Ho lder continuous in Q for each fixed P # M.
Before continuing with the proof of Lemma 2.2, we will quote a technical
result in [Ad] and [F] about integrals of Riesz potential. Although the
original result in [Ad] and [F] was proved for functions defined on com-
pact manifold without boundary or on open domain in Rn, similar proof
can be adopted to verify the result for functions with compact support
defined on compact manifolds with boundary. We now state the result.
Proposition A.5. For any function , with compact support in M, let
I(,)(P) :=
1
4?2 |M d
&2(P, Q) ,(Q) dQ.
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Then for &,&L2(M)1 and M is a compact 4-manifold with boundary we have
|
M
e32? 2 |I( f )|2 (P) dPC, (A.9)
where C is a constant depending on M only.
We will now prove Lemma 2.2
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Assume , is a smooth function defined on the
compact 4-manifold M with N, | M=0. Then we have
,(P)&, =|
M
G(P, Q) 2,(Q) dQ, (A.10)
where G(P, Q) is the Green function for Neumann problem as in (A.7),
and G(P, Q) satisfying properties as given in Proposition A.4. Thus when
the dimension n of M is 4, we have
|,(P)&, ||
M
H(P, Q) 2,(Q) dQ+C &2,&L2(M) , (A.11)
To estimate the term M H(P, Q) 2,(Q) dQ, from the expression of (A.0)
for H(P, Q), we have
|
M
H(P, Q) 2,(Q) dQ

1
4?2 {|M d &2(P, Q) |2,(Q)| dQ+|T&2$ d
&2(P, Q ) |2,(Q)| dQ= ,
where T &2$ :=[Q # M : d(Q, M)2$]. Denote M
+=M _ T +2$ where
T +2$ :=[Q # M "M : d(Q, M)2$]. We define an extension of , on M as
,+(Q)={,(Q) when Q # M,(Q ) when Q # T +2$ .
Since
,
n
=0 on M and d vol(Q)(1+Cd 2(Q, Q )) d vol(Q )
we can check to see that
&2,+&2L2(M+)(2+$) &,&
2
L2(M)2+$, (A.12)
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under the assumption that |,&2L2(M)1. Thus we can apply the argument
in Lemma A.3 to obtain
|
T&2$
d &2(P, Q ) |2,(Q)| dQ
|
T+2$
d &2(P, Q) |2,+(Q)| dQ+C |
T&2$
d 2(Q, Q )
d 2(P, Q )
|2,(Q)| dQ
|
T+2$
d &2(P, Q) |2,+(q)| dQ+C.
Hence we have
|
M
H(P, Q) 2,(Q) dQ
1
4?2 |M d
&2(P, Q) |2,+(Q)| dQ+C.
We can now apply Proposition A.5 to conclude that
|
M
e (32? 22+$) |,&, |2C |
M+
e32? 2( |I( |2, 2| )|2&2, 2&
2
L2(M+))
C,
Since $ in the proof above can be taken to be arbitrarily small, we have
thus established the inequality in Lemma 2.2.
Remark A.6. We would like to remark that our proof above does not
answer the question whether the constant : in the statement of Lemma 2.2
can be taken to be equal to 16?2. This is an obvious question to ask in
view of the result that for the corresponding Dirichlet problem as dealt
with in [Ad] and [F] (see also [BCY] in dimension 4), the best constant
: is attained and is equal to 32?2. Actually, in the case of the Dirichlet
problem, we can modify our construction above for H(P, Q) and define
{
1
(n&2) |n&1
f (d(P, Q)) d 2&n(P, Q),
if B$(P) & M=8,
1
(n&2) |n&1
f (d(P, Q))(d 2&n(P, Q)&d 2&n(P, Q )),
otherwise.
Then we can construct the green’s function for the Dirichlet problem
similarly as above as we did for the Neumann problem. Using the expansion
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of the Green’s function constructed in this way, one can also verify that for
any function , # W 2, 20 (M), we have
|
M
e32? 2( |,|2M |2,|2)C,
where C is a constant depending only on M. It still remains an open ques-
tion whether the inequality in Lemma 2.2 holds for :=16?2.
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